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mestare's warriors exist in a land that once thrived in glory, an era dominated by great civilizations
with the potential to move into the stars. mestare's lost their way, and the climate has fallen into
anarchy and perpetual warfare. the once-proud republic has now become a chaotic wasteland.

mestare's once led the world, but now have been forced to eke out an existence in the slums and
refuse-bins. mestare's once boasted a state-of-the-art, versatile and versatile military technology.
however, with no arms dealer and no civil war, mestare's have now reverted to the most primitive

level of technology that is available to them. in order to survive, the people of mestare's are
increasingly forced to turn to criminal organizations and other illegal activities, which in the past

were entirely out of their reach. the air support, reinforcements and artillery available to you over
the course of a mission are determined by the mission time; operations have scheduled phases that

require you to time certain strategic and tactical maneuvering. for instance, your air support may
not reach the mission area until a half hour after your first mechs hit the ground, and the fighters

and bombers only have enough fuel to stay airborne over the battlefield to provide ground support
for a couple hours before having to return to base. calling in air-strikes and off-board indirect

artillery bombardment can be tricky, because they are not instantaneous; an enemy you can see in
combat will almost always be moving, so any strikes on their location will miss. instead, you will

need to call in strikes against general areas (highways and bridgeheads, usually) to create a
blanket of fire in which you will hopefully be able to catch unseen enemies.
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the game allows you to create your own sex scenes using a stock library of characters that can be fully
customized (skin color, eye color, body shape) or you can build your own sex slave. you get to control
the action including the accessories, outfits and positions plus choose how to film it so you can enjoy
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your own porn clips at a later stage. various multiplayer options the latest addition to this game are the
multiplayer options. there are multiple options, the most common being random games (this is the

default option) where players can create lobbies and get matched up against other players. the most
popular alternative is dedicated servers which means that players can play together more or less

permanently without being aware of who the other players are. the lobbies options also work well, so
there is no reason to worry about having to wait for a match. the leaderboards we have added a

leaderboard to this game. you can compete with other players and beat them in their best battles! you
can also use this to check and see if you are the best hero in the game. you can submit your scores

directly from the game, or share them through social media, and they will be displayed on the
leaderboard. the statistic another new feature added is the stats page in the game. it tells you all you
need to know. you can see how many battles you won, and the best battles. you can also check if you
are the best on the best hero currently in the game. the chart also gives you an idea of the gear you
have compared to others. the shop another new addition is the shop. this feature is available in the

game and lets you buy special items that can boost your character. you can also buy items that have a
chance to drop from the game. the shop also lets you start your own collections so you can save them

and transfer them to other heroes. you can even preview your collections directly from the game.
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